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Viking women look to 
bring home MWC 
crown this weekend
One in six million: Holocaust 
survivor urges message of love
Andy York
Sports Editor
The Lawrence University women's 
basketball team is looking to bring 
home a Midwest Conference basket­
ball championship for the first time 
since 1999 this weekend at St. 
Norbert. The Vikings are the second 
seed in the four-team tournament, 
which is being held in De Pere. Ripon 
and Lake Forest are the other two 
competing teams.
The Vikings finished their regular 
season on a high note, with a 58-44 vic­
tory over Carroll last Saturday. The 
Vikings trailed much of the first half, 
but spurred a 14-3 run to take the lead
at 25-18 by the half.The Vikings dom­
inated the taller Carroll frontcourt 
players, as freshman Kelly Mulcahy 
scored 18 points, and senior Felice 
Porrata added 10 for LU. The Vikings 
controlled the tempo the entire second 
half, and easily took the 14-point victo­
ry, clinching the second seed for this 
weekend.
The Vikings will be competing in 
the Midwest Conference Tournament 
for the first time since 2002. The 
Vikings competed for the top spot and 
the right to host the tournament all 
season, but fell a game short of the 
first-place Green Knights.
The Vikings will play the early 
game against the third seed, Ripon.
continued on page 2
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The women’s basketball team has an MWC title within reach this weekend at near­
by St. Norbert’s. They are competing in the tourney for the first time since 2002.
Erin Ober
Staff Writer
"At the age of 11, that's when the 
war broke out, I became an adult, and 
five years later 1 became an old man." 
These words marked the beginning of 
Holocaust-survivor Henry Golde’s talk 
on Wednesday night. He 
added, "what I had seen 
in those five years and 
what I experienced, a 
person that would live 
to their ripe old age 
would never endure."
Speaking with a still- 
pronounced Polish 
accent even though he's 
been living in England 
and the United States 
since the age of 16,
Golde spoke of atroci­
ties, miracles, and love.
In his hour-long speech, 
he shared some of his 
experiences in some of 
the most brutal concen­
tration camps in 
Eastern Europe during 
WWII. Golde has been 
speaking for over 25 
years, targeting mostly 
local schools, and his words are pol­
ished and purposeful. His story, like 
many stories of Holocaust survivors, 
involves a blend of hardiness and luck, 
where seemingly independent and 
arbitrary events combine to produce a 
remarkable tale.
Golde was bom in Poland in a 
small town north of Warsaw that had a 
population of 3,000 Jews; he is one of 
only 50 to survive. After being taken
from his hometown by Nazis at age 11 
and put to work in various munitions 
factories or concentration camps, 
Golde saw life as an everyday choice. 
Having one's life constantly threat­
ened, witnessing the death at every 
turn, and existing in a place that is 
devoid of relationships or hope, are 
experiences many of us cannot fathom.
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Holocaust survivor Henry Golde emphasizes a message of overarching 
hope and love, a product of his forgiveness, healing, and survival.
Being close to it, however, hearing the 
story, can give an understanding of 
what our history is, and what our 
future can be.
This is why Golde speaks, and why 
he feels love is so important. One of 
the final stories he shared with the 
audience dealt with a friend who 
accused him of having hate in his 
heart. He said that at first he denied it 
but then started to think, and realized
that he still felt animosity deep down, 
feelings he thought were justified due 
to the atrocities carried out against 
himself and his people. "Then I started 
to think again, and then I forgive, and 
when I forgive I started to love, and my 
whole outlook on life has changed. Let 
me say it again and again; hate is 
nothing and love is everything."
The refrain is an 
inspiring one consid­
ering his experiences. 
"I've seen Holocaust 
survivors speak 
before," said Liz 
Matelski, the 
Diversity Center pro­
gram coordinator. "I 
was impressed by his 
positiveness. Even 
though he went 
through all those 
atrocities at a young 
age he can still come 
out of it with love, 
with that message." 
Unfortunately one 
of the values of the 
stories of these sur­
vivors is that they 
won't always be acces­
sible. "This is an 
opportunity that's not 
going to be around forever," said Prof. 
Peter Glick, who with Prof. Karen Carr 
teaches a course entitled "The 
Holocaust." "I think it's a really good 
experience for students to meet and 
interact with survivors while they 
can." Though books have been written 
and speakers like Golde have traveled 
the world in an effort to educate, not 
everyone will be able to hear it first­
hand.
Ariel struggles to continue yearbook tradition
Am y Siebels
Managing Editor
Look at a collection of all the year­
books in Lawrence history, and you'll 
notice something missing. Two things, 
actually: in the early 1970s, production of 
Ariel, the Lawrence University yearbook, 
stopped for two years. Paul Shrode, asso­
ciate dean of students for activities, calls 
it a "gap in our history." He wants to make 
sure it never happens again.
So do Justine Reimnitz and Jonathan 
Edewards, the only two people working to 
finish the 2004 edition. Reimnitz is a 
senior and Edewards is a former Ariel edi­
tor who graduated last year but has 
returned to Lawrence to work on the 
book.
"I really love it so much that I can't 
seem to get away from if," Edewards said. 
He admitted it helps that he is now being 
paid to finish the issue.
"We re nearing completion," Reimnitz 
said. There are 16 "signatures,” or 4-page 
sections, left to complete on last year's 
issue, out of a total of 42. Layout should be 
finished by early March.
Reimnitz said that even with only 
two people on staff, she and Edewards 
wanted the book done right. Hie 2003 
issue was a great success, and they want­
ed to stay at that level.
We're not going to sacrifice quality," 
she said. "When it's done, it will be anoth­
er very successful yearbook."
Ariel is a labor of love for Edewards 
and Reimnitz, but they agree that it's far 
too much for two people to handle alone.
Edewards said staffing has been a 
problem for Ariel for many years, proba­
bly since the 1980s. "It’s been a lot of one 
or two people doing 90 percent of the 
work, and five or six people doing 10 per­
cent of the work," he said. "It's awful for 
that person doing 90 percent"
In 2003, Edewards said he and 
Reimnitz managed to recruit a good staff 
and the quality improved. "But no one 
wanted to learn enough to replace us," he 
said. "It just sort of fell apart. "
Edewards thinks he knows the solu­
tion to the staffing problem. 'We've got to 
pay the staff,” he said.
Ariel has never had the money to pay 
students. Reimnitz said, "It has really 
hurt the yearbook. Not just this year, but 
for many years this has been the issue."
She said Ariel has put staff pay in its 
budget for the last three years, but LUCC 
has denied it. The rejection, she contends, 
has hurt the organization. "It's an exten­
sion of the mentality that the yearbook 
isn't important," she said.
Hie issue was brought up again at a
February meeting of the LUCC-spon- 
sored Publications Board, and members 
strongly supported pay for Ariel staff. 
After gaining support from the board,
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Ariel brought the matter to LUCC yester­
day. Shrode said the council now seems 
receptive to the idea. The next step is to 
submit a budget for approval.
All this work will be in vain, though,
if no one steps up to replace Reimnitz and 
Edewards. Neither can commit to work­
ing on another issue. That means there is 
currently no staff — not one person — for 
the 2005 issue, and Lawrence now risks 
not having a yearbook for the third time 
in history.
The potential absence of a 2005 issue 
would have financial consequences as 
well as nostalgic ones. For over 25 years 
Ariel has published through Jostens, a 
company that specializes in high school 
and college yearbooks. Jostens provides 
printing services as well as a local adviser 
for the yearbook staff.
A year ago, Ariel accepted a three- 
year contract from Jostens, the company 
that has published the Ariel for over 25 
years, that included a free computer and 
software to support yearbook production.
That great deal will turn out to be a 
financial headache, though, if there is no 
2005 issue. The contract is legally bind­
ing, and that could mean paying for a 
book that does not exist.
Production of a yearbook normally 
costs around $27,000. Most of the cost 
comes not from printing itself, but from 
the setup of the presses and labor expens­
es. That means the fewer copies printed, 
the greater the cost per book. Hence, 
when fewer students purchased books, 
the cost of each book rose.
Two years ago, LUCC agreed to use 
the activities fee to subsidize yearbooks 
completely. Since then, every student has 
been eligible to receive a free copy.
Shrode said that even when the 
books are free, not all students choose to 
take one. Shrode believes the lack of 
interest in the yearbook is part of a 
national trend. Students, he said, do not 
recognize the value of the book while 
they're still in school.
Reimnitz agrees. "As you get older, 
you forget the specific things and maybe 
what the year was like," she said.
Shrode says a yearbook is particular­
ly important right now, to document all 
the changes on campus — especially 
those surrounding the new president. All 
that s needed is a staff. We are desperate 
for help," he said.
Edewards said that if students are 
willing to take up the challenge of run­
ning Ariel, they will find that they are in 
pretty good shape. He pointed out that the 
organization owns high-quality equip­
ment, from the computer to the brand- 
new layout software. He and Reimnitz 
also took the time to write out instruc­
tions for future editors.
There's still hope," Reimnitz said. 
'Tm going to be around. If anyone wants 
to trudge through it, Tm on their side."
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Campus participates 
in Mortar Board Week
Homelessness today, 
housing tomorrow
Betsy W inter
Staff Writer
As part of Mortar Board's trade­
mark "First Chance/Last Chance" lec­
ture series, President Beck gave an 
interactive presentation on dance 
notation, in which participants read a 
simple dance and translated it onto 
the dance floor.
For this year's Mortar Board 
Week, the organization expanded on 
the lecture series with the theme of 
"lifelong learning." Lawrence faculty 
and staff were invited to present on 
topics of personal interest outside of 
their professional expertise. 
Throughout the week, students gath­
ered in the coffeehouse to listen to Tom 
Sykes — media director at the Mudd 
Library — give a presentation on bird- 
watching, swimming coach Kurt 
Kirner discuss team-building and 
leadership skills, and Conservatory 
professor Stephen McCardell give a 
demonstration on blues music.
Mortar Board President Rob 
Strelow was enthusiastic about the 
mini-lectures. It was, he said, a great 
way for these members of the 
Lawrence community to present a 
scholarly side of themselves that they 
usually don't get to express to most of 
us.
Although Mortar Board Week is 
open to the entire campus, its purpose, 
in part, is also the recruitment of new
members. At any given time, an aver­
age of about 15 seniors and super­
seniors are active members of Mortar 
Board. Strelow is already looking for­
ward to what Mortar Board can do in 
the future. Next year, as a fifth-year 
senior, Strelow will still be involved 
with the organization. Each year 
Mortar Board takes the template of 
the previous year's activities and 
adjusts them to the needs of Lawrence 
and the personalities of its members.
The selection process for Mortar 
Board is based on grades and past ser­
vice activities. Students who are dou­
ble-degree can be involved in Mortar 
Board for both their senior and super­
senior years, or can wait until they are 
super seniors.
Despite the recruitment aspect of 
Mortar Board Week, Strelow stressed 
that whether or not you are an active 
member of the honor society or a 
senior looking to join, everyone should 
take advantage of the activities 
Mortar Board sponsors.
Although the First Chance/Last 
Chance lecture series is the most well- 
known Mortar Board activity, the soci­
ety is involved in other events as well, 
including last November's Oxfam 
Hunger Week. Mortar Board also spon­
sors food and clothing drives, activities 
where the benefits of the society can be 
felt closer to home. Older students may 
remember one other Mortar Board 
activity: the annual Freshman Studies 
Party, to be held this year in March.
JingLin Huang
Staff Writer
Have you seen the orange and 
black posters around campus? They 
are for the Advocating Hunger and 
Homelessness Awareness week on 
campus. For the last three years, the 
Volunteer Center has presented the 
AH-HA week to educate students 
about homelessness.
This year there were three oppor­
tunities to volunteer at various local 
shelters and also a presentation by a 
panel of speakers who work with the 
homeless.
The volunteer response this year 
was better than last year. According 
to Brian Hilgeman, a junior, and the 
coordinator of the AH-HA week 
events, "We have over thirty volun­
teers who signed up, compared to 
twenty-two last year." Most encourag­
ingly, the majority people who signed 
up to volunteer showed up to help.
In the span of two short hours, 
the 15 volunteers managed to spruce 
up the COTS transitional shelter. 
They replaced the ceiling tiles, and 
also sanded and stained wooden 
doors and shelves. In the words of 
James Hall, a junior who volunteered 
at COTS, "It's nice to get off of cam­
pus and do something unselfish 
sometimes, even if my reasons for 
doing unselfish things are selfish."
Many people also signed up for 
the other volunteer opportunities. Six 
students went to the Fox Valley 
Emergency Shelter, and seven people 
visited the Hope House in 
Milwaukee, where they planned and
Zack Eustis
Staff Writer
This past Monday the Black 
Authors Tour made an appearance at 
Lawrence University. The Office of 
Multicultural Affairs sponsored the 
event with assistance from the 
Multicultural Affairs Committee. 
Lawrence is the first stop on a brief 
tour of schools throughout the 
Midwest. The primary focus of the tour 
is the four authors, Brandon Massey, 
Jamise L. Dames, Lois Benjamin, and 
Yasmin Shiraz.
The presenting authors represent­
ed a variety of literary genres. Massey 
self-published his first novel, 
"Thunderland," in 1999; it was then 
revised and republished in 2002 by 
Kensington Publishing. He followed up 
this success with a vampire novel, 
"Dark Comer," which takes place in 
rural Mississippi. His new novel, 
"Within the Shadows," will be released 
this June.
Dames, a graduate student, began 
her writing career publishing her 
songs and also worked as a recording 
artist. In 2003, her book "Momma's 
Baby, Daddy's Maybe” was a national 
bestseller. Dames continued her career 
as an author with the publication of 
"Pushing Up Daisies" in 2004.
Benjamin's literary focus is more 
academic: she is a professor of sociolo­
gy at Hampton University in Virginia.
cooked meals for homeless families. 
Caroline Thao, a freshman, shared 
her experience, "We cooked fajitas, 
apple pies, and cinnamon rolls for 
about twenty-four people. I was able 
to see people from different socio-eco­
nomic groups and certain social prob­
lems that aren't as apparent as in 
Appleton."
The panel of speakers brought 
home the immensity of the problem 
with homelessness not merely in 
Appleton, but also in larger cities 
such as Chicago' About 25 people, 
including students and members of 
the public, attended.
Ed Sherman, director of the advo­
cacy group Chicago Coalition of the 
Homeless, explained that the three 
major reasons for homelessness were 
the lack of affordable housing, lack of 
jobs that pay a functional wage, and 
lack of health care and support sys­
tems.
Homelessness does exist in 
Appleton. Deb Cronmiller, director of 
the Fox Valley Emergency Shelter, 
talked about the efforts to prevent 
homelessness, such as instituting 
training programs so that unem­
ployed can be work-ready. Out of the 
homeless people that visited the shel­
ter, 40 percent had jobs and 60 per­
cent had certain childhood traumas 
that prevented them from working. 
Last year, 960 people stayed at the 
shelter, and another 1,143 took part 
in the prevention program. The Class 
of 1965 Grant funded this talk.
If you would like more informa­
tion on how you can help, please con­
tact the Volunteer Center at 832- 
6644.
She brought her academic training to 
bear in the writing of "The Black Elite: 
Facing the Color Line in the Twilight 
of the Twentieth Century," for which 
she interviewed numerous well-known 
blacks.
Shiraz's writing is primarily jour­
nalistic. She is an entertainment 
reporter for numerous magazines 
including: Black Enterprise, Upscale, 
Impact, and the Electronic Urban 
Report. Shiraz has also written a book, 
"The Blueprint for My Girls," with the 
sequel "The Blueprint for My Girls in 
Love" in progress.
The authors, drawing from a wide 
variety of professional expertise, pre­
sented their own unique perspective 
on issues blacks deal with in academic 
institutions. It ranged from the chal­
lenges facing black men and self­
esteem within the African-American 
community to the impact of hip-hop 
culture and the secrets of the black 
elite.
As part of Lawrence's celebration 
of Black History Month, the event was 
geared towards an open forum of dis­
cussion on topics relating to the'chal­
lenges blacks face in school settings.
Additional Reporting by
Amanda Loder
Women’s 
basketball 
heads to 
MWC
continued from page 1
The Vikings are led by their inside 
presence in Porrata and Mulcahy, and 
their outside presence in junior Claire 
Getzoff and senior Carla Zarecki. 
Porrata leads the team in scoring at
14.3 points per game, with Getzoff in 
second at 13.1 points per game. 
Porrata also leads the team in 
rebounding with 7.3 a game, and 
leads the MWC with 2.7 steals per 
game. The Vikings will need to shoot 
well to advance, something they have 
not done well at the Schuldes Sports 
Center. The Vikings split with Ripon 
this season, losing early on the road, 
58-52, and then gaining revenge at 
home in February, winning 59-54.
Senior Janine Emmer and junior 
Karolyn Dehn lead the Redhawks. 
Dehn leads the team at 15.8 points 
per game, second in the MWC, and is 
hitting 65 percent of her shots for the 
season. Emmer comes in second in 
scoring, with 14.4 points per game, 
and leads the team in rebounding 
with 7.4 a game. The Redhawks have 
the best frontcourt in the MWC, 
topped off by senior Amanda Guay, 
who is third in scoring behind Dehn 
and Emmer at 11.3 points per game. 
The Vikings will need a good post 
defense out of their players to defeat 
Ripon for the second time this season. 
Ripon split the season series with all 
three other tournament teams.
The other semifinal match-up pits 
the host St. Norbert against the 
fourth seed, Lake Forest. The Vikings 
split their two games against the 
Green Knights this season, winning 
at home 57-56, and losing in De Pere 
62-49. The Green Knights are led by 
junior Shannon Robak, who is the 
only Green Knight in double figures 
at 10.8 points per game. The Green 
Knights have a balanced offensive 
attack, and the best defense in the 
MWC. St. Norbert is only allowing
56.3 points per game, and has allowed 
an opponent to score over 60 points 
only once in the last 14 games. The 
Green Knights lost three MWC games 
this season, one each to all the other 
teams in the tournament.
The Vikings lost to Lake Forest 
82-69 on the road in their only game 
against the team this season. Senior 
Kristy Freeman, who averages 13.4 
points per game leads the Foresters. 
Devon Liebel is second on the team in 
scoring with a 10.6 point per game 
average. The Foresters split the sea­
son series with both St. Norbert and 
Ripon.
The Vikings semifinal game will 
tip off at 5 tonight at St. Norbert. If 
the Vikings can defeat Ripon, they 
will play for the championship at 2 
p.m. Saturday. The winner of the 
MWC tournament will be the MWC 
Champion, and will get the league's 
automatic bid to the NCAA 
Tournament. The selections for the 
NCAA's will be announced at 9 p.m. 
Sunday at www.d3hoops.com.
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Liz Tubman
Staff Writer
Last month, Jesse Dochnahl, a senior majoring in music edu­
cation and saxophone performance, competed in a Young Artist 
competition sponsored by the Music Teachers National 
Association. Dochnahl s performance in the regional competition 
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison on Jan. 15 earned him a 
trip to the national competition in Seattle this April. Dochnahl 
was one of the five state champions from his division who are eli­
gible to compete in the regional competition.
The MTNA Young Artist competition is open to students 
ages 19-26. Participants are required to play 40 minutes of music 
consisting of contrasting pieces from two different periods. 
Dochnahl performed four different pieces that included "In 
Friendship" by Karl Stockhausen, C.P.E. Bach s Flute Sonata in 
A Minor, "Scara Mouche" by Darius Milhaud, and "The Nature of 
This Whirling Wheel" by former Lawrence University professor 
Rodney Rogers. At the national competition in Seattle, division 
winners will receive a $3,000 prize and second place winners will 
receive a $1,500 prize.
Dochnahl is a member of Professor Steven Jordheun’s stu­
dio, and Dochnahl credits Jordheim with at least part of his 
musical accomplishments. "I sincerely owe my success to Prof. 
Jordheims patience and support and to my fellow Lawrence 
folks for the encouragement as they helped me prepare." 
Dochnahl says he is looking forward to his upcoming perfor­
mance at the nationals in Seattle because it will give his parents 
an opportunity to come hear him play, and perhaps more impor­
tantly, because it will give him a chance to see the world outside 
of Appleton.
The biggest reward for Dochnahl isn’t the money or fame 
that can come from success, but the effect his success has on 
other musicians. The greatest satisfaction I get from the success 
is the inspiration it gives my own sax students here and at home 
in Montana. That's easily the most valuable aspect; seeing a 
young musician s excitement for music intensify — including my 
own."
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Brad Corrigan focuses on audience, music
Christine Beaderstadt
Staff Writer
As I step into the open arena, I 
notice a small crowd gathered around a 
taller figure. I find a comfortable spot 
against the wooden wall that lines the 
small concert hall and wait patiently. As 
unnoticeable as a fly on the wall, I qui­
etly watch as people flood in and out of 
the room, each sneaking a peak of the 
man dressed casually in a blue long- 
sleeved shirt. Nonchalantly, guitarist 
and singer-songwriter Brad Corrigan, 
more commonly known as Braddigan, 
talks easily with fans. They are obvious­
ly enamored of both him and his music. 
His charming personality flows from 
him naturally, easing many eager listen­
ers. Braddigan has a calm but intensely 
energetic personality that appeases 
those who are anxious to meet him 
while simultaneously enticing those 
who are less zealous.
As I watch him meet fans, I notice 
that Braddigan devotes his attention to 
those he's talking to. He has a way of 
making each fan feel like the only per­
son in the room, when in reality he's 
encircled by chaos, being flooded with 
eager questions and people shouting for 
his attention and autograph.
I check my watch for the second 
time that evening — the show is about 
to begin. I tum away from the stage, and 
notice a sea of people parting as 
Braddigan makes his way from the rear 
of the room to the stage. As he strolls for­
ward, people clap him on the back and
gush about their long-time devotion to 
his music. Onstage, Braddigan assumes 
a laidback, easygoing personality as he 
begins to strum his guitar, tuning for the 
first song. When he begins to play a 
familiar song, the audience joins in 
singing, much to Braddigan's delight. 
After learning that a particularly dedi­
cated fan drove three hours to see his 
performance in Chicago, he dedicates a 
song to him and shakes his hand in 
obvious appreciation.
Halfway through his performance, I 
glance around, gauging the audience 
with curiosity. I see several people coolly 
leaning against what little wall space 
there is left, smoking cigarettes, but 
most of the crowd is standing as close to 
the stage as possible, stiffly dancing to 
the beat of the bongos, drifting back and
forth to the romantic sway of the music, 
nodding their heads in time to the 
unique sound of Braddigan's drummer, 
Raymond de Jesus.
One thing is clear to every listener: 
whether they are familiar with 
Braddigan's music from the bars he 
plays in or from a CD, he loves his 
music. However, his music comes with 
the price of working hard. When I asked 
him if his songwriting comes easily to 
him, he says, "It's taken me two years to 
craft ten songs that I'm happy with. I go 
through periods where I don't write any­
thing for months, then have an enor­
mous amount of creativity for a few 
weeks."
Braddigan takes minimal credit for 
his musical work, especially on his most 
recently released album, "Watchfires." "I
feel like the album is a collection of the 
most beautiful musicians," he says, 
"[It's] all these gems thrown together 
and I just get to put my name on it. "
Braddigan also has aspirations 
other than cranking out albums. Taking 
several trips to Peru to teach children 
how to play the harmonica, he says, "I 
think the ultimate goal is to get kids to 
discover their passion. Period. Music is 
such an incredible way to reach people. 
I'm not a guy on a mission so much as a 
guy trying to be honest about what's 
going on inside my head and heart. If 
people take an interest in that, that’s 
awesome. If they don't, that's OK."
An artist is truly successful when he 
can capture people both on- and off­
stage, and Braddigan has managed both 
quite well.
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Ethan’s Fourth 
Column
Brad without Jen: the impact
Ethan Denault
Humor Columnist
Unfortunately, this week opened on a note of sadness. Management at the 
great Madame Tussaud's Wax Museum announced that it was going to break up 
the celebrated Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston waxwork exhibit following news 
of their split in late January. In the original depiction Brad and Jennifer are 
embracing each other in what can only be described as "a scene of lewdness com­
mon only at Park Central" — Jennifer's left hand rests delicately on Brad's pec­
toral muscle and her right hand softly cups his right ass-cheek while her bosoms 
press firmly against his right arm. So apparently I've studied the photo...
In any event, as news of the wax split slowly spread through the Lawrence 
University campus there was a mixture of shock and disbelief. Justin Eckl, a 
senior government major from Lake Geneva, Wis., dripped a few tears when he 
heard the news.
"I can't believe they're doing this. After all they've been through. I mean 
c'mon, how could they? Cut the two some slack. Now I know they'll never get 
back together and it horrifies me," Justin said, feverishly dry-humping his card­
board cutout of Jennifer, which dates back to the late 1990s.
Others displayed milder reactions. Phi Tau Nathan Kish, a junior from 
Pennsylvania, pontificated on some poignant critiques of the couple prior to 
their split.
"Brad's a big girl. First, he can't play guitar, second, he can't play guitar, and 
third he can't play the | edited] guitar! Now how’d he expect to keep a total babe 
like Jenny? Duh, he couldn't. Now if she'd been married to a real dude like 
Yngwie Malmsteen or something, we wouldn't even be in this situation in the 
first place. F— you, Bradley! You dumb lass!"
As I walked back to my dorm I played back the tape-recorded interviews I'd 
gathered. Strangely, I realized that I had somehow recorded myself singing 
"Baby Got Back" in the shower. I stopped. What could this mean? I knew my 
melodic tenor voice did not need lessons. Then it hit me.
Why not create our own wax museum right here on campus. We'd make 
money, and we'd laugh (things this column fails miserably to stimulate), and 
more importantly it would be a way for us to be remembered even after we leave 
this fabulous institution. So I decided to come up a top ten list of potential wax 
exhibits.
1. The obligatory wax Julian Pereira (or insert favorite alcoholic) pounding a 
wax Bud Light — nothing more to say on that one.
2. A wax hug between former president Rik Warch and hotel mogul Donald 
Trump, who seem to be blessed with the same plug of hair.
3. A wax vegan eating wax pastrami on rye — I’ve always wanted to see that.
4. A wax Japanese swim team — tons of potential here — possibly suspend 
them above the Rec Center pool.
5. A wax joining of the LU Swing Dancers and those other folk dancers whose 
median age is fifty (possibly former LU Swing Dancers).
6. A wax image of the Dungeons and Dragons club's mock fights — so I could 
finally figure out how to perform the TU-hit-you-in-the-arm-with-my-rubber- 
thingy-and-pretend-it's-a-real-sword-and-you-have-to-pretend-you-lost-your- 
arm-hehe."
7. A massive wax vagina — sponsored by V-Day — that all incoming freshmen 
are required to walk through on the way to the Matriculation Convocation.
8. A wax Nisha Anand (or insert favorite cell phone abuser) dialing an enormous 
wax cell phone.
9. A wax Senior Streak exhibit complete with the necessary touchups, and thor­
ough airbrushing.
10. A wax International dinner with wax jerk-chicken and wax coconut rice and 
cheaper wax tickets.
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Rejoinder to the Honor Council
William Dalsen
Opinion* and Editorial* Editor
Last week, the Honor Council 
offered a response to questions I posed 
in our January 21 issue. There are sev­
eral problems with their response, and I 
would like to focus on the more egre­
gious ones here.
First, of the ten questions I asked, 
the Honor Council did not address eight 
of them. Among other things, they did 
not describe or define their conception 
of fairness, what it is to "advance one s 
academic performance," what an "acad­
emic pursuit" is or how it is "impeded." 
They also did not explain why proctored 
exams are still the rule even though the 
university supposedly trusts us to obey 
the Honor Code, or why professors are 
not provided with uniform guidelines 
for detecting plagiarism. Regardless of 
whether the council is unable or unwill­
ing to respond to these questions, we 
should be troubled by its silence on 
these matters.
Second, the council's response is 
unsubstantiated. They reiterated the 
code and then listed what it prohibits. 
But no argument was provided as to 
why those acts are prohibited: they 
never describe how they decided which 
acts are wrong. Without an argument, 
their conclusions are merely dogmatic, 
and we have no reason to accept them. 
The fact that the council cannot justify 
its practices from the wording of the 
code places them in far more trouble 
than my original questions created.
Third, the council's response 
regarding precedents is deceptive and 
inadequate. They note that precedents 
provide for continuity and consistency, 
and that precedents are used to a great 
extent in decision-making. But what are 
the precedents? The council deceptively 
states that the decisions of the council 
are available to the public — but the 
decisions are not the precedents, and 
the "list" they claim to use has never 
been made available to the public.
This raises two problems: first, stu­
dents still does not know the precedents 
and we are therefore subject to unwrit­
ten, private laws; and second, since we 
do not know these precedents — 
through no fault of our own — there is 
no justification for holding us account­
able under them. The fact that the coun­
cil admits to using these private prece­
dents in nearly all situations only exac­
erbates these problems.
Ftfurth, the council states that 
intent does not matter, and then justi­
fies their response by saying that their 
policy is a "practical" policy, and that 
they "can only judge based on what is 
actually printed on the page, not what is 
in the student's mind." There are a few 
problems with this. In their recent let­
ter, the council wrote that, "As the 
Honor Charter... and the Honor Code 
state, the Honor Council does not con­
sider intent" in their hearings. But this 
claim is blatantly false: the word 
"intent" appears neither in the charter 
nor the code. This is unacceptable, espe­
cially coming from a body entrusted to 
uphold academic integrity. The council 
has so confused its practices with its 
doctrine to think that they affirm each 
other. The council also fails to realize 
that what is printed on the page is the 
best indication of intent: if a student 
copies verbatim an entire paper from 
the internet, we car. safely conclude 
that the student intended to violate the 
code; if a single footnote in a non-essen­
tial part of a paper was omitted, we can 
safely conclude that an honest mistake 
was made. So much for the practicality 
of their policy.
Intent matters. There is a large gulf 
between an honest mistake and the 
wanton theft of others' ideas, and the 
punishments of the council should 
reflect that. While both are the "wrong­
ful appropriation" — to use a phrase 
from the Oxford English Dictionary's 
definition of plagiarism — of others 
ideas, the former is mere negligence 
while the latter is a premeditated crime.
If there is no difference between these 
two types of infractions, the council 
must provide an argument to that 
effect; otherwise, we have little reason 
to believe that the honor system is just.
The council's recommendation to 
seek the advice of professors or council 
members if we are concerned with unin­
tentionally violating the code is useless. 
Even if we take every foreseeable pre­
caution, we may nevertheless uninten­
tionally violate the code. Their advice is 
useless because all of the precautions 
we could possibly take will not prevent 
the council from treating an honest mis­
take as an egregious infraction of acad­
emic integrity, and this strikes me as 
fundamentally unfair.
Finally, I am particularly vexed by 
the paradoxical possibilities of the code. 
As I argued in my previous editorial, 
plagiarizers who are caught are pre­
vented from advancing their academic 
performance. The code makes no provi­
sions for "attempting" to cheat or the 
"act" of cheating, and attempting to 
cheat does not itself advance one's acad­
emic performance — in fact, it will like­
ly hinder it. It therefore seems clear 
that these plagiarizers do not violate 
the Honor Code because in order to vio­
late the code one must not be caught. 
This is absurd.
The council's response to my ques­
tions is therefore utterly inadequate. 
These problems place ii in a precarious 
position, and while they primarily affect 
students, they are not solely student 
issues. The faculty should be concerned 
as well, as the institution they have 
entrusted to uphold the academic 
integrity of this university suffers seri­
ous flaws. Perhaps most importantly, 
because of the council s inability or 
unwillingness to identify its precedents, 
students have no idea what they are 
reaffirming when they complete papers 
and exams. Something is being upheld 
by the council, but whether it is acade­
mic integrity, I have serious reason to 
doubt.
A room of two’s own
Margaret Schultz
for Tht Ltwnmtian
Last week my classmate 
Lauren Duckman contributed the 
first of a trilogy of articles con­
cerning Lawrence's attitudes 
toward gender and sexuality as 
manifested in its off-campus 
housing policy. She outlined the 
extreme lengths to which domes­
tic partnerships must go in order 
to prove themselves as "legiti­
mate" married couples. In lieu of 
a marriage license, Lawrence is 
willing to accept the more disem- 
powering and archaic aspects of 
marriage such as joint bank 
accounts or leases. (Couples con­
sidering marriage are strongly 
encouraged to keep their finances 
separate.) Having explored 
Lawrence's attitudes toward gen­
der and marriage from the per­
spective of students, we then 
wanted to figure if Lawrence's 
faculty shared any correlating 
experiences of "coupledom" bias.
Lawrence's faculty benefits, as 
described by Chair of the 
Governance Committee Frank 
Doeringer, are available on a non- 
discriminatory basis. For exam­
ple, health insurance is provided 
for three different statuses: single 
person, two-person, and family. 
Each policy is progressively more 
expensive for the faculty member, 
given the greater number of 
insured parties. The applicant is
purportedly at liberty to choose 
which status is appropriate for 
his or her needs.
Until recently, Lawrence's 
health care provider refused to 
cover domestic partnerships, no 
doubt since doing so meant pay­
ing for more people. The
Governance Committee — repre­
senting newer faculty members 
dissatisfied with this policy — 
managed to persuade Lawrence's 
benefits providers to incorporate 
domestic partnerships into their 
coverage policies. Therefore facul­
ty members living in domestic 
partnerships can now apply for 
two-person coverage alongside 
their married co-workers.
While convincing providers to 
include domestic partnerships in 
their coverage is an undeniable 
success, these domestic partner­
ships are limited by the exact 
same restrictions experienced by 
students attempting to apply for 
off-campus housing. Among the 
five qualifications for proving 
one's status as domestically part­
nered, faculty members and their 
companions must assert that — 
in addition to being responsible 
for one another's common welfare 
— they "share financial obliga­
tions.” Common shared obliga­
tions included joint leases, being 
the primary beneficiary for life 
insurance, or joint bank and cred­
it accounts.
Granted, not all of these qual­
ifications need be satisfied; 
domestic partners are not forced 
to share bank accounts as long as 
they prove "shared financial 
obligations" via other avenues. 
Nonetheless, we should ask our­
selves why benefits providers 
have assumed the right to delin­
eate what is or is not a domestic 
partnership —  and why must 
domestic partners abandon finan­
cial independence and agency in 
order to achieve a status equiva­
lent to marriage? Is it acceptable 
for institutions to retain this anti­
quated notion of marriage as an 
economic unit, and to then force 
applicants to conform to such 
notions in order to secure health 
care and benefits?
It is important to realize 
Lawrence University is not 
responsible for their providers' 
dictatorial and restrictive valida­
tion of domestic partnerships and 
couples in general. However, as 
faculty members or as students 
we are members of the Lawrence 
community, and we need to recog­
nize the insinuation of institu­
tionally constructed values into 
our private lives. We need to reex­
amine the methods by which our 
private intimacy is exploited for 
organizational convenience, and 
we need to locate and eliminate 
the means by which outside 
forces label and compartmental­
ize our interpersonal relation­
ships.
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Abolish super seniors
Dan Holbrook
CoffChM
Now I know that we at the Lawrentian are always calling for 
things, or demanding stuff. And I'm not going to pretend that I'm not 
about to do the same thing, but I hope that by leveling with you I can put 
you off guard for a few seconds. So here we go:
We should get rid of super senior status. Academically, it does­
n't make any difference whether you're a senior or a super senior. To my 
knowledge, there are no "super senior standing required" classes in the 
course catalog. It certainly won't earn you any extra respect at a college 
where, as most of us already know, some people choose super seniomess 
and some have super seniomess thrust upon them.
When does super senior status matter? Well, the housing lot­
tery, mostly. There are a lot of problems with the way housing is run at 
Lawrence — though after three years as a king of housing I can't per­
sonally complain — but the dominance of super seniors, who get a 
bracket all to themselves, is among the most bothersome.
As deliciously elitist as it is to give us super seniors an advan­
tage over those lowly seniors, I don't think we've merited extra consid­
eration. Granted, many super seniors earned their status by taking gobs 
of AP tests or classes at a community college while still in high school, 
but if all that work was worth anything at all, then those students 
should be rewarded academically and not with little perks in their final 
year. Ahead from the very beginning, they’ve already had two years of 
enviable lottery numbers anyway.
And then there are the connies. Double-degree students work hard, 
or so the story goes, and I'd bet that most of them are in the same boat 
as the high school overachievers I mentioned above. Many of them have 
better parking, and better housing, for most of their time at Lawrence.
There's no reason that should last forever. Once we're seniors, we 
should stay seniors, whether we consider ourselves super or super-duper 
or what-have-you. I propose equality instead of privilege — whether 
that's realistic or idealistic or idiotic, I’ll let you decide. Itjust seems fair 
to me.
Letter to the Editor
First we want to commend 
Lawrence's open-minded policy and 
student population for accepting 
organizations that represent many 
interests, be they controversial or 
not. The formation of "Lawrentians 
For Life" is a great example of the 
diversity of beliefs at this university.
Yes, abortion is a tragic deci­
sion and experience for a woman, 
but we want to affirm our support 
for her to make that decision. 
Therefore, we stand firm in our 
defense of reproductive rights. 
There are many situations that 
require a woman to choose the 
path her body will take. To the 
readers of this 
letter, if your 
mother, sister, 
lover, friend, 
acquaintance, or 
any other woman in 
your life fell victim 
to rape could you 
look her in the eye 
and tell her she had to bear that 
child? Rape is one of many reasons 
to keep America pro-choice.
Women without sufficient eco­
nomic standing, appropriate matu­
rity, ability to nurture, and/or 
women without a safe and support­
ive environment might not feel 
capable of raising a mentally and 
physically healthy child. According 
to NARAL Pro-Choice America, 
"children who are unplanned are 
more likely to be abused, and chil­
dren bom unwanted face increased 
risks of poor health, poverty and 
neglect." Abortion is currently an 
option for these women, as is adop­
tion, but neither is for eveiyone. 
This may lead to a recommendation 
by some to simply remain absti­
nent. But this is another imposition 
of one group's morals onto a mass of 
people.
If abortion is outlawed and the 
pro-life movement succeeds, there 
will still be women who choose 
bleach douches, knitting needles, 
and coat hangers to avoid their sit­
uations. Today some women choose 
these violent alternatives because 
legislation makes abortion inacces­
sible for some minors and women 
on Medicaid.
Our government is currently 
proposing the idea of abstinence- 
only education. 
Without compre­
hensive sexual 
education as an 
adolescent, our 
younger genera­
tions will be faced 
with more out­
breaks in STTs 
and higher teen pregnancy 
rates, which could result in a num­
ber of unwanted and insupportable 
children.
According to "Lawrentians for 
Life" group members, they plan on 
bringing in speakers to support and 
reinforce their movement, and pos­
sibly protest the existence of 
Planned Parenthood in Appleton. 
We support these expressions, and 
this group should continue to exer­
cise their rights. As women, and 
socially conscious citizens, we will 
also make our voices heard. Please 
continue exercising your rights, and 
we will continue fighting for ours.
Sincerely,
Nora Hertel and Sara Bernstein
The opinions expressed in these editorials are those of the stu­
dents. faculty, and community members who submitted them. 
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does 
not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, 
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The 
Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions 
using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
PHOTO POLL:
What do you thinh about the use of 
seniority in housing?
“1 live behind the desk anyway.’ 
-Will Daniels
“It sucks now and it will suck if they
change it.”
-Katie Olen
“You know what's awesome? Having 
a senior number and coming back 
from being oft campus to a single in 
Trever... just say in'..”
-Zack Eustis
“It seems like there are better ways to 
do it, although I can't think of any..’’ 
-Megan Allen
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LU choir sings with The Poet’s Voice’ Paul KamerRock Columnist
Joe P fender
Staff Writer
The distinguishing feature of 
almost all vocal music is the inclusion 
of spoken language. Poetry and music 
combine to create a hybrid form that is 
more than the sum of its parts. The 
relationship between the two art forms 
and the incorporation of a poet's voice 
into the melody and harmony of music 
is the focus of the musical preparation 
for the choral concert this Friday.
The concert, entitled "The Poet's 
Voice," will include all three large 
vocal ensembles: Chorale, Women’s 
Choir and Concert Choir. The Chorale 
program will feature pieces by Barber 
and Dello Joio, with the able accompa­
niment artistry of Mandy Gessler. The 
program will start off with a piece by 
Heinrich Schutz that will feature 
Stephen Spears, one of the vocal pro­
fessors on the conservatory faculty.
The Women's Choir program con­
sists of two multiple-movement pieces. 
The text of the first piece, "Choral 
Hymns," is from the Rig-Veda by 
Gustav Holst. It is a translation from
the original Hindu texts originally 
written in Sanskrit, the holy language 
of ancient India. Holst, unsatisfied 
with other translations of the Rig- 
Veda, essentially created his own 
translations, which he then set for the 
piece. The other selection, My Girls" 
by Gwyneth Walker, is an old favorite 
of the ensemble's director, Philip 
Swan.
Richard Bjella, director for both 
Chorale and Concert Choir, has a few 
tricks up his sleeve, as usual. The 
Concert Choir will first perform three 
pieces that, according to Bjella, are 
tied together by "a dark, tranquil 
nature." The pieces by Brahms, 
Stanford and Badings, are representa­
tive of German, English and French 
poetry respectively. The piece by 
Stanford, "The Blue Bird," will give 
soloists Sarah Berendt, Caitlin Cisler 
and Jeni Houser a chance to display 
their talents in a solo context.
Finally, Concert Choir will perform 
a relatively new work by Eric 
Whitacre, "Leonardo Dreams of his 
Flying Machine." With text by Charles 
Silvestri, this work had its premiere 
less than two years ago and is already
New Music, from 
saxes to ‘Solitaire*
Meghan M cCallum
Staff Writer
New Music Sunday, a unique, once- 
per-term performance of student and fac­
ulty musical compositioas, will take place 
this Sunday, Feb. 27, at 8 p.m. in Harper 
Hall. Having organized New Music 
Sundays for the past two years, Dr. 
Joanne Metcalf of the music theory/com­
position department said she has often 
wanted to include important contempo­
rary repertoire in the program, and this 
term's selection will be the first to include 
any.
Sunday's lineup will include seven 
pieces, ranging from a one-man perfor­
mance on a laptop computer to a twelve- 
saxophone ensemble playing a work by 
French composer Christian Lauba. 
Metcalf said that she is excited to finally 
realize her dream of having contemporary 
repertoire alongside student works.
Saxophonist Jesse Dochnahl, finalist 
in the Music Teachers National 
Association Young Artist competition, will 
perform "In Freundschaft by Karlheinz 
Stockhausen with an undisclosed "the­
atrical element," Metcalf said. Reid 
Stratton's unique John Cage-inspired lap­
top computer performance, "Solitaire,"
will also include a mystery "theatrical ele­
ment." Stratton will also be conducting an 
eight-student choir in its performance of 
"Mercy" by Joe Rodenbeck.
Graham Hand, a frequent composer 
for New Music Sundays, will see two of 
his unusual and exciting compositions 
performed this Sunday. The first, ”21 
Aphoristic Haiku," is made up of 21 very 
short movements played with flute, cello, 
guitar, and piano. "The First Thirty-five 
Seconds," his second piece, will include 
vocals, flute, violin, tuba, guitar, and per­
cussion.
Metcalf described Bryan Teoh's piece, 
"The victims lay motionless and every­
thing, it seemed, would be all right," as 
"energetic and exciting." It will be played 
by a string quartet of two violins, a viola, 
and a cello.
Mutation-couleurs IV' by French 
composer Christian Lauba will performed 
by the LU Saxophone Ensemble. 
According to Metcalf, this intense piece is 
"intended to evoke a sonic landscape" and 
uses a variety of unusual and interesting 
techniques and sounds.
So if you're looking for something 
new, this term's New Music Sunday 
promises a variety of interesting and 
unique pieces.
widely performed around 
the United States. Bjella 
agrees with many of his stu­
dents, who think that this is 
probably the most difficult 
choral work Whitacre has 
produced to date. It makes 
its way through very dis­
parate styles and seven or 
eight keys in a very short 
span of time.
"It's everything in nine 
minutes," says Bjella. This 
"everything” includes 
numerous solo opportuni­
ties for singers like Deanna 
Wanner, Alisa Jordheim, 
Beth Summers-Minette, 
Laura Muller and Spencer 
Dorn.
The concert is at 8 p.m. - 
on Friday, Feb. 25, in the 
Chapel, and is free and open 
to the public.
Photo by Erin Ober
Lawrence’s choirs will sing on the poetic side of things tonight in the Memorial 
Chapel at 8:00 . Composers include Holst, Whitacre, Brahms, and Walker.
Clip 'n  C a rry
Fe b ru a ry  18 - Feb ru a ry 24
Fri, 8 p.m. LU choirs concert. Chapel.
Sat, 3 & 8 p.m. The "Vagina Monologues." 
Cloak Theatre.
Sat, 6:30 p.m. WLFM Benefit concert. 
Riverview.
Sat, 8 p.m. LU Symphonic Band concert. 
Chapel.
Sun, 8 p.m. New Music on Sundays. Harper. 
Wed, 8 p.m. Hip-hop by Rob Ryan and com­
edy by Eliot Chang. Coffeehouse.
Thu, 8 p.m. Fred Gaines New Play Festival. 
Cloak Theatre.
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Veritas Est Rock
Crimes’ bad for 
society, good 
for rock
As a recovering connie, I have 
realized in recent weeks my need 
for something real. I don't need 
sunset-real, or snowflakes-on- 
your-tongue-real. What I need is 
the real-life dirt between the 
cracks, the scrawled and crumpled 
letters on your desk, the blood boil­
ing behind your brown eye. 
Oftentimes what we need to feel 
alive isn’t a poetic experience of 
tranquility or fluffy cuddly feelings 
of elevation, but rather the gritty 
feeling you get when life just gives 
it to you straight.
The Blood Brothers are one 
band that portrays just that. It's 
indie rock with balls — hardcore 
with falsetto. It's pop hooks getting 
the shit beat out of them. At first 
listen the music on their album 
"Crimes" is obnoxious and almost 
gaudy, but with the right set of 
ears this album is downright sin­
cere.
Two years ago this unlikely 
band from Seattle made a huge 
leap from releasing their first 
album on the West Coast indie 
label 31G Records, to signing on 
with Artist Direct/BMG alongside 
such demoralizing acts as Korn 
and Limp Bizkit. Surprisingly, 
they didn't succumb to the growing 
trend of studio production sucking 
out the subtleties and scars that 
make rock records great.
The Blood Brothers, however, 
have joined a select few artists who 
have managed to maintain their 
edge by using the studio as a 
means of creativity rather than 
conformity. The music is ruthless, 
as tight dance hooks spill into 
thrashing psychotic outbursts, pro­
pelled forward by the relentless 
fervor and flamboyance in the 
shrill screams of vocalists Johnny 
Whitney and Jordan Blilie. Unlike 
so many rock albums, there is a 
clear strive for sincerity in the 
music. This comes through, sur­
prisingly, not with studio orches­
tras or vocoders, but with the pick 
scrapes, feedback, missed notes, 
and extraneous noise all of which 
is the result of a band actually 
playing music. That's not to say 
that there isn't a sensitivity 
toward details, because "Crimes" is 
without a doubt a studio album, 
but it's this fact that makes the 
recording so, dare I say it, beauti­
ful.
The hardcore scene has always 
possessed this raw clash of musi- 
cality and aggression that gets 
under even the most reluctant lis­
tener's skin, but on records that 
sense is often buried beneath 
smoothed out recordings that seem 
far removed from the images of the 
chaos that typically ensues on 
stage. Listening to "Crimes,” one 
can hear the convulsing drummer, 
defiled guitars, and the veins pop­
ping on the foreheads of front men 
Whitney and Blilie. Surprisingly, 
my reaction to this cacophonous 
collection of songs is not to go 
break a window with my fist or 
beat up a security officer, but 
rather a simple sigh of relief and a 
very satisfied smirk.
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The Underground finally turns hip
Paul Karner
Staff Writer
influences in the music, but the artists 
were all extremely creative."
Closing out the show was Miss 
Fairchild, hailing from the East Coast, 
came equipped with loads of space-age 
electronic equipment — a beat-boxing
hop to Lawrence for the past couple 
years. Last year Patla organized the 
Lyrical Fight Night, a freestyle compe­
tition where local rappers faced off 
with nothing but a microphone and 
their own lyrical madness. Though the 
genre is dominated by
This past weekend you might have 
heard the typical thunderous beats 
and booming bass echo­
ing through campus on 
Saturday night, but it 
wasn't coming from a 
party in Trever or the 
psychedelic rave at the 
Phi-Delt house — it was 
coming from our hum­
ble little Underground 
Coffeehouse. This week­
end the coffeehouse 
welcomed an eclectic 
lineup of five hip-hop 
groups from all over the 
country.
The lineup included 
artists such as Mike 
Flow, Somp'n Decent, 
and Underground
Railroad, as well as a perfor- A wide array of hip-hop rolled through the Underground Coffeehouse, with an eye toward home- 
mance by baseball coach grown talent such as baseball coach Korey Krueger and recent alum Jed Spiegelman (right). 
Korey Krueger and
flautist, an incredible set, and yes, a 
velour jumpsuit. It was an excellent 
show through and through, and most 
likely the beginning of something real­
ly eye-opening here at Lawrence.
Rob Patla, a junior psychology 
major, has been working to bripg hip-
some
Lawrence alums performing under the 
name K-rex and the Crew. The show 
presented a wide range of hip-hop, 
moving from funk to soul to old school, 
all the way to the cutting edge. 
According to freshman Greg Haas, 
"you could hear all of the different
glimpse at the ever-expanding world of 
hip-hop. "With so much commercial 
hip-hop it's hard to get people interest­
ed without a well-known artist head­
lining the show,” said Patla. 
Nevertheless, there's a definite inter­
est at Lawrence, though it’s sometimes 
faced with some reluc­
tance.
As. a genre hip-hop 
has had to fight through 
racial and cultural stereo­
types in order to branch 
out and find new audi­
ences. The old stereotype 
of rock being white music 
and rap being black music 
is becoming more and 
more a thing of the past, 
especially on the under­
ground scene. Patla 
explains, "with all of the 
influence it’s had on 
music today, hip-hop is 
Photos by Matthew Straughn-Morse unavoidable in our culture." So, 
if you missed out this week, be 
sure to keep an eye out for sim­
ilar events in the future.
superstars and mainstream hits, Patla 
has worked to give Lawrence a
Something old, 
something new
Jazz singers rock 
the campus
Doris Kim
Staff Writer
The Symphonic Band will perform 
its second concert this year on Feb. 26 
at 8 p.m. The program is expected to be 
extremely varied and is intended to 
challenge the audience. The program 
includes five works, with several of 
them written by composers who are 
not very well known.
The program begins with a work 
from a Japanese composer: Mamiya's 
"Glory of Catalonia." It is a stylish and 
attractive march, colored by unusual 
phrasing and harmony.
One work in the concert, by Verdi, 
is universally known and appreciated, 
and many will be pleased to see it is 
included in the repertoire. "Overture II 
Vespri Siciliani" is an operatic over­
ture from one of Verdi's earlier works. 
Admiration for this piece stems from 
its technically impressive woodwind 
passages, strong and robust brass sec­
tions, and the flowing and memorable 
lyrical melodies.
Another collectively respected 
composer, J.S. Bach, has had many of 
his works transcribed for new instru­
ments and ensembles. The third work
in the program is an example of this — 
Bach's "Fantasia in G." This arrange­
ment is an adaptation from one of 
Bach’s organ works.
"Dances from Crete" is a work by 
Adam Gorb, a British composer. This 
piece was composed in tribute to a 
young man who had a tragic, acciden­
tal death while mountain climbing. It 
is also influenced by several Greek folk 
songs, which can be seen in the chal­
lenging rhythms and thin textures. 
This piece especially requires constant 
attention from each player, and is 
expected to be the most difficult in the 
program.
Grainger's "Irish Tune from 
County Derry and Shepherd’s Hey" is 
a classic Irish tune that will conclude 
the concert. Jay Ellsmore will appear 
as a student conductor to conduct this 
piece. Andrew Mast, the Symphonic 
Band conductor, hopes to have this be 
a trend in future concerts.
While this is only the Symphonic 
Band's second concert, Mast has full 
confidence in a successful program. 
When asked of the students' progress 
this year, Mast replied, "fantastic — 
they have worked extremely hard for 
this concert and we are all ready to 
perform!"
Liz Tubman
Staff Writer
On Feb. 21 the LU Jazz Singers 
livened up a typically humdrum 
Monday evening with their annual win­
ter concert. Their program consisted of 
twelve pieces, including ensemble pieces 
and solo performances. The amazingly 
talented soloists performed a number of 
great pieces. Emily Fink added new 
bossa nova flair to her performance of 
Ellington’s "Do Nothin' till You Hear 
from Me,” and Gabrielle Smith brought 
the house down with her smooth and 
soulful rendition of Warren and 
Gordon's romantic hit, "At Last." The 
concert also featured the gifted voices of 
Megan Allen — accompanied by Gabriel 
Davila on guitar — singing in 
Portuguese, Jobim's "How Insensitive," 
Megan Hamm singing "Save Your Love 
for Me" by Buddy Johnson, and Charlie 
Christenson singing Lionel Hampton's 
"Midnight Sun."
The ensemble pieces were equally 
well-performed. They started with "Dare 
the Moon," an exciting and upbeat piece 
arranged by Darmon Meader, with help 
from Jacob Teichroew on saxophone and 
soloists Jesse Weinberg and Christina 
Martinez. "En Somnar," a moving a 
capella piece translated by Steve 
Widenhofer, featured solos sung by 
Mariel Clemente and Callie Nelson. 
"Bowing to Bud," which was arranged by
director Chris Salerno for Eliane Elias's 
performance earlier this fall, featured 
the singing of Charlie Christenson.
The men and women of the Jazz 
Singers tried to show each other up with 
their own respective pieces. The women 
sang the fast and fun "One Note Samba" 
arranged by Gregory Toroian with 
soloist Gabrielle Smith, and the men 
sang "Summertime" with soloists 
Spencer Dorn and Jesse Weinberg, 
which was arranged and transcribed by 
their very own Charlie Christenson. 
Another fun piece was the romantic and 
upbeat "What A Little Moonlight Can 
Do," arranged by Jennifer Scovell, with 
soloists Emily Fink and Drew Thomas. 
The concert ended with a great piece 
called "Nothing You Can Do" by Average 
White Band and arranged by Chris 
Salerno that featured Jacoh Teichroew 
on saxophone and Megan Hamm on 
vocals. This one definitely left you hum­
ming the tune for the next few days!
The Jazz Singers are directed by 
Chris Salerno, who said that "this is an 
exciting ensemble to work with, they are 
all soloists as well as ensemble singers" 
— a fact that was very evident through­
out the concert. The LU Jazz Singers are 
the recipients of the 2002 Down Beat 
Outstanding College Vocal Jazz 
Ensemble Award, and they will also be 
performing with the concert choir at the 
upcoming Three Lakes Performing Arts 
Series on March 4.
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Films found at 
your dorm's desk
by Reid Stratton
Arts A Entertainment Editor
Bend It Like Beckham
(2002)
Running Time: 146 min. 
Stars: Parminder Nagra, 
Keira Knightley, Jonathan 
Rhy-Meyers 
Found at: Colman
Two young British women, 
Jess (Nagra) and Jules 
(Knightley), have a talent 
for football (that's soccer to 
you). They both have a shot 
at getting a full ride to col­
lege for their football skills, 
but the girls' parents won't 
have it. Jess' Indian family 
won't allow her to go to 
school: she must fulfill her 
duty to her family, which 
means no sports. Jules also 
has her problems, one of 
them being that her parents 
think she is gay and just 
trying to get into Jess' 
pants.
Comments:: If you like girl 
power and soccer, then this 
is the movie for you! While 
the film just can't shake its 
feel-good, trite-social-mes- 
sage mood, it still makes for 
a pretty good story. 
Knightley and Nagra do a 
great job at portraying the 
you-don't-understand atti­
tude to their parents that 
we have all been through, 
and with which we can 
sympathize. Also, the cul­
tural issues raised by the 
movie, though not ground­
breaking, do set the tone for 
a situation that inevitably 
occurs to many young peo­
ple. If you are in need of a 
quick lift and some good 
sport scenes, then give 
"Bend It Like Beckham" a 
shot. B -
n •
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The Lawrence University Jazz Singers presented a mix of solo repertoire and group 
jazz Monday night, touching on everything from swing to bossa to contemporary.
If I have to sleep with a 
woman, she’d better have a 
Ph.D.
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Dictus a champion after OT thrillerTragedy 
strikes 
the ice
Alex Week
Sports Writer
An overlooked design flaw in a 
steam main at the Appleton Family 
Ice Center resulted in a catastrophic 
earthquake-like fissure in the ice dur­
ing the third period of Lawrence's 
MCHA semifinal game against U of 
MN-Crookston last Saturday. 
Eyewitnesses compared the phenome­
non to a tense moment of the classic 
film "Ghostbusters." When Zul takes 
power, the sky turns black and a New 
York street splits open, swallowing the 
busters.
Aside from the previous para­
graph being complete bullhonkey, last 
weekend was just about as emotional­
ly taxing for LU hockey enthusiasts as 
the Manhattan fracture was for Egon, 
Peter, Ray, and Winston.
The weekend began with a swell 
3-2 win over third-seeded Crookston. 
It was Crookston's first conference loss 
since beginning its dominant stretch 
of 10 straight wins in early January. 
The success continued into the second 
game of the series as the Vikings held 
the lead within the last few minutes. 
Then things turned rotten.
With 40 seconds remaining, an 
empty-net last-ditch effort by 
Crookston resulted in a goal and the 
need for an overtime period. To make 
it to the conference finals, all 
Lawrence needed to do was hold 
Crookston off for 5 minutes. They 
couldn't manage more than a minute 
as Crookston quickly put one away to 
force a 20-minute mini-game to deter­
mine the series winner.
As if things weren't wacky 
enough, the mini-game went scoreless. 
It forced a sudden death mini-game 
overtime. Nine minutes and 36 sec­
onds into overtime, Crookston convert­
ed one final time, thus ending the 
Lawrence season.
This year's seniors will surely be 
missed. Seven team members, includ­
ing two first-line forwards, will gradu­
ate this spring. Hats off to them and 
cheers to their contributions to an 
improving team over the past four 
years.
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Matthew Kruse
Sports Writer
Ben Dictus waited until the last pos­
sible moment on Sunday to earn his sec­
ond trip to nationals. Dictus, the No. 2 
seed at 184-pounds, was looking to 
avenge a double-overtime dual loss to top 
seed A1 Stacilauskas from UW-Stevens 
Point. Dictus nearly lost the match in the 
third period when he gave up a take­
down to fall behind 3-1. Late in the peri­
od Dictus was able to score a reversal to 
tie the score and hold on to go to over­
time. A shot by Stacilauskas was stopped 
by Dictus and left both wrestlers work­
ing for a scoring position. After several 
moments, Dictus managed to shift his 
grip enough for the officials to award him 
with a takedown with only seven seconds 
left in the period, much to the dismay of 
the Stevens Point coaches and fans.
Dictus was the top placer for the 
Vikings, who finished last in the tourna­
ment as a team. Half of the team man-
Andy York
Sports Editor
The Lawrence University men's bas­
ketball team will to earn its second 
Midwest Conference basketball tourna­
ment title in a row this weekend as it 
hosts three other teams in the 2005 
Midwest Conference Championships. The 
Vikings — along with Ripon, Lake Forest 
and Carroll — will be competing not only 
for the win, but also for the MWC's auto­
matic bid to the NCAA Tournament. Last 
year the Vikings advanced all the way to 
the Elite Eight before being defeated by 
eventual National Champion UW- 
Stevens Point.
The Vikings ended their regular sea­
son with a bump in the road, just like last 
season. The Vikings lost to Carroll on the 
road 58-54. Neither team played particu­
larly well in the first half, which ended 
deadlocked at 20. The second half 
belonged to Carroll from the start, and 
they would hang on despite Chris Braier's 
17 points and 15 rebounds. Kyle MacGillis 
added 11 for the Vikes.
The Vikings will have a repeat of last 
season in the MWC tournament match­
ups as well. Last season the Vikings lost 
their last regular season game at Lake 
Forest, and then had a first round match­
up with the Foresters. This year it's 
Carroll, and a rematch with the Pioneers 
in the first round. The Vikings are the 
number one seed in the MWC tourna­
ment; Carroll advanced by squeaking 
past the Vikings last weekend.
The Vikings are led by a slew of play­
ers. All-American and MWC Player of the 
Year candidate Chris Braier is one of
Andy York
Sports Editor
The Lawrence tennis team will begin 
its MWC season this weekend as they 
host Carroll and Knox. The Vikings will 
be competing for a top-two spot in the 
Northern Division, and a chance to make 
the MWC tournament held in Madison.
The Vikings got their season off to a 
rocky start last weekend, losing 7-0 to 
UW-Oshkosh. Senior Brian Hilgeman 
was the lone Viking to take his match to
aged to place in the tournament. John 
Budi placed fourth, while David Quinlan, 
Ryan Dummann, and Joe Austin all 
placed fifth. UW-La Crosse, the fourth- 
ranked team in the nation, dominated 
the tournament, winning for the eighth 
consecutive year. La Crosse had seven
them. The junior leads LU with 14.6 
points per game and 11.7 rebounds per 
game. He leads the MWC in rebounding. 
However, LU also has three other players 
in the double digits, with senior Jason 
Holinbeck averaging 13.3 points per 
game, Kyle MacGillis averaging 11.2, and 
Brendan Falls averaging 10.5 points per 
game. The Vikings have one of the deepest 
benches in the MWC as well, going 10 
players deep at times.
The Vikings split the season series 
with the Pioneers, losing last week on the 
road, but winning at home in January, 80- 
72. LU has also split with Ripon this sea­
son The Vikings lost 72-70 in overtime at 
Ripon, but avenged that defeat with an 
81-69 victory at Alexander Gym. The 
Vikings played the Foresters only once, 
and easily defeated them on the road by a 
score of 70-51.
Carroll squeaked into the Midwest 
Conference tournament with the tiebreak 
over Monmouth. The Pioneers are mak­
ing a return trip to Alexander for the sec­
ond year in a row, after losing the cham­
pionship game to the Vikings a year ago. 
Ben Hickethier, who averages 15.1 points 
per game, leads Carroll. Jason Scheper is 
second in scoring with 14.4 points per 
game, and first in rebounding with 6.7 
rebounds per game. The Pioneers also 
have two good outside shooters in Paul 
Toshner and Nathan Drury. However, his­
tory is not on their side, as the fourth seed 
has never won the MWC title. The 
Pioneers split with all three teams in this 
year's MWC tournament, winning at 
home and losing on the road.
The first semifinal match-up pits sec­
ond-seeded Ripon against third-seeded
three sets in singles, and the second dou­
bles team, Fabrice Munyakazi-Juru and 
Alex Week, was the only Vikings team to 
win a match by a score of 8-3.
The Vikings are strong four-deep this 
season. Munyakazi-Juru is the first sin­
gles player, with Nick Beyler at number 
two singles. Hilgeman and Week play 
number three and four singles respec­
tively. The last two spots in the Vikings 
lineup are still up for grabs. Currently 
those spots are held by Nate Kish and 
Phil Roy, but Ryan Bly, Andy Wolski, and 
Andy Rozanski will also compete for
WIAC, taking half of the conference's 
national spots with seven champions 
and one at-large bid. The 2005 NCAA 
Division HI National Wrestling 
Championships will be held March 4-5 
at St. Olaf College in Northfield, Minn.
Lake Forest. MWC Player of the Year can­
didate Tom Becker leads the Redhawks. 
Becker leads the team and the MWC with
20.9 points per game. He is also second in 
assists and first in steals in the MWC. 
Becker is teamed up with Bo Johnson. 
Johnson, a sophomore, hit the game win­
ning shot over the Vikings in their game 
this December. Johnson is deadly from the 
outside, as is Becker. The Redhawks also 
have Brian Schmitting, who leads the 
MWC in field goal percentage, in the post. 
Ripon has split with all three MWC tour­
nament teams this season, winning at 
home and losing on the road.
The Foresters are led by a balanced 
attack. They are also making a return trip 
to Alexander Gym for the second year in a 
row, since losing to the Vikings in the 
semifinals last season. The Foresters have 
a great inside pair with Franklin 
Beckford, who averages 13.5 points and
5.9 rebounds a game, and Eric McDonald, 
who averages 12.8 points and 5.8 
rebounds per game. Lake Forest also has 
a good pair of outsider players in Greg 
Klos and Dodd Browning. Lake Forest 
split with Carroll and Ripon, winning at 
home and losing on the road this season. 
The Foresters were defeated at home in 
their one game against Lawrence.
The action starts Friday in Alexander 
Gym. Ripon and Lake Forest will tip off at 
5 p.m., and Lawrence and Carroll will 
begin about 7 p.m. The two winners will 
advance to the championship game at 3 
o'clock Saturday afternoon. The winner 
will watch the NCAA selection show at 
9:30 Sunday night, broadcast on 
www.d3hoops.com, to see where they will 
play.
them over the course of the season.
The doubles teams for the Vikings 
are similar to last year's. Hilgeman and 
Beyler are back for the entire season, and 
will be playing number one doubles this 
year. Munyakazi-Juru and Week are the 
second doubles team, and then the third 
doubles spot is open for those same five 
guys fighting for the last two singles 
spots.
• The Vikings will begin playing out­
doors after spring break on the courts 
behind Hiett Hall.
individual champi­
ons, two runners- 
up, and one fourth- 
place finisher.
Dictus is the 
Viking to earn a 
spot at nationals 
this year. The 
champion of each 
weight class auto­
matically earns a 
spot, along with 
six other wrestlers 
from the confer­
ence who are 
given at-large bids 
as chosen by the 
coaches. La 
Crosse led the
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The 2005 NCAA Division III National Wrestling Championships 
will be held March 4-5 at St. Olaf College in Northfield, Minn.
Viking b-ball men attempt to 
make it twice as nice
Viking tennis begins MWC season
Lawrence University
m s >
Men's basketball
Feb. 19
Carroll 58 
Lawrence 54
Women's basketball
Feb. 19
Carroll 44 
Lawrence 58
Hockey
MCHA Semifinals 
Feb. 18
UM-Crookston 2 
Lawrence 3
Feb. 19
UM-Crookston 5 OT 
Lawrence 4
Mini-game
UM-Crookston 1 OT 
Lawrence 0
Tennis
Feb. 19
UW-Oshkosh 7 
Lawrence 0
STANDINGS
Men's basketball 
Final Standings
LawrenceA* 12-4
Ripon* 11-5
Lake Forest* 10-6
Carroll* 10-6
Monmouth 9-7
Knox 8-8
Beloit 5-11
Grinnell 5-11
Illinois C. 5-11
St. Norbert 5-11
A MWC Champion
* Qualified for MWC
Tournament
Women's basketball 
Final Standings
St. Norbert* 13-3
Lawrence* 12-4
Ripon* 12-4
Lake Forest* 11-5
Illinois C. 10-6
Carroll 7-9
Beloit 6-10
Monmouth 5-11
Grinnell 4-12
Knox 0-16
* Qualified for MWC 
Tournament
Standings courtesy of 
www. mi dwestconference.org 
All statistics are 
accurate as of 
February 23, 2005
